
Pre-listing Renovation Evaluation Report
  Prepared For
Realtor - XXXXXX XXXXXXXX
XXXX W. XXth St - Houston Texas

The following report is a listing of recommended rehabilitation item to be completed 
before listing, to have the highest chances of listing at top comparable pricing from 
your current market analysis.
     Since you and the owners were present for the walkthrough and most of the items 
were covered in person for your clients, I will use first person voice for this report to 
ease communication to your clients.  It was very nice to meet them.  As pleasant as 
they were, it is never easy to sell the family house.  I hope this helps them to see the 
home as a house and a business transaction and not a good bye to treasured 
memories.  As a realtor you know that one thing is an exceptionally hard part of your 
job but you can really help that nice couple through that part as well as get them the 
realistically highest amount for their efforts.
     Typically, if a client does not have a lot of realty buying or selling experience, they 
generally think that if they spend less they will get more in the end.  We both know how 
untrue that is.  You might have to do a little extra client education on value and worth.  
They will not make more money if it doesn’t sell because it sits on the market stagnant 
or if it has to sell “as is” and goes for a very large amount below it’s potential based on 
the comps.  
     This report should help them make good decisions on what to do to get the largest 
return based on your comps and possibly set a new higher bar for other homes to 
match.

OUTLINE
Part 1 (Has To Be Done)

Repair backyard eaves.
Replace front door (and remove security bars)
Replaced/add fence pickets to the front-facing sides (left and right side)
Repair frame and paint rust on HVAC condenser unit and attached pipes
Severely prune hedges and landscape below the bottom window line
Correctly repair (not mask) inside wall/ceiling clacks
Complete New kitchen and all surfaces 
Remove all inside and outside loose (non- attached to the house) items
Repair and paint storage shed



Replace all toilets, some sinks/fixtures
Update all outlets, switches and covers with matching white
Front (or remove if possible) all paneling with drywall
Paint whole house matching neutral paint.  Even use in the bathrooms

Part 2 (Needs To Be Done)
Remove TV antenna
Plant/landscape with bright orange & yellow flowers of several various native species
Garage and patio strips and painted (color sprinkles in garage only)
Strip and paint front porch with garage/patio paint (Medium Grey)
New dining hight-adjustable chandler (even an S-hook)
Extend kitchen flooring into washroom
Replace kitchen door with “pantry” door - gap on bottom for AC airflow in washroom.
If front 2 carport supports can’t be straightened, plants 3 to 4 foot plants against them 
so that the leaves go through and cover dents without blocking carport (no ivy)

Part 3 (Could Be Done)
Find a friend with a 50’s car to park under the carport while home is listed
Add 3 or 4, 50’s brightly colored laundry items to the back clothes line
Contrast paint to integrate the carport into the house.

Part 4 (Optional Items)
Upgrade ceiling-hugger fans with remotes
Have security system pre-installed (Violet can hook you up)
Prewire surround sound in back den
Add surround sound in-ceiling speakers
Add keyless code hardware to front and one back door
Enclose Kitchen backdoor to make room for pantry in laundry room (there is another 
backdoor so no big loss)
Keep small round table on patio, paint it a bright gloss color (different from storage 
shed’s new color), add 2 matching used outdoor chairs painted another color, and 
stage with brightly colored plastic tray, pitcher and 2 glasses for showings.  It’s small 
size will add color to the back, and emphasize the large size of the patio.  It will also 
distract from the fence/tree issue.



Details
Part 1 (Has To Be Done)

Repair backyard roof eaves.

Replace front door (and remove security bars)

Replace with paintable door.  It can have lights (windows) in it but hard to find period 
specific doors.  Keep in mind it is a craftsman home, in the style of a mid-century 
modern from the mid-century.  If it looks like a regular front door, then it is not the right 
one.  Door needs to be painted a dark red to stand out as the entry.  Not race car red 
but a very bright cranberry.  The front door needs to be issue -free (it opens and closes 
easily with no gaps or leaks.  The original door can no longer be repaired to that level.  
New doors come with the surround and sometimes even the hardware.  It is installed 
as one piece. There will be no need for prison bars with a new, solid door.



Replaced/add fence pickets to the front-facing sides (left and right side)

Left side
There is a chain-link fence blocking the fence and gate.  Remove it.  Replace the 
pickets on the front of the fence and the front of the gate, making sure the gate 
functions so you can now hide the garbage bins out of site.

Right side
Since there is no need for a gate on the right side you can either add a fence in front of 
the chainlink fence or better… remove old fence.  It is a very inexpensive item to add 
two posts and a few pickets and you will have a matching new front of the house on 
both sides.  It will also help hide the older AC unit.  In this price range, people are going 
to want a newer unit.  You would.

Repair frame and paint rust on HVAC condenser unit and attached pipes

It seems to work fine but is obviously much older unit.  repair the metal wire frame on 
the outside rust-repair spray paint the top grill a darker shade of gray.  Silver-paint the 
rusted parts of the pipes attached to it and the house.



Power wash exterior masonry 

See behind the above HVAC Condenser unit photo.  You will probably have to do some 
power washing of the front after pruning hedges so might as well do everything.  It’s an 
affordable item that goes a very long way in a short amount of time.  Consider even 
having the driveway and side walks done too.

Severely prune hedges and landscape below the bottom window line

Not at the window line but below the window line.  Do this as the first job so it has time 
to green over before showing.  I’m talking about a foot and a half off the ground.  They 
have grown completely out of control and block the view of the house and it’s mid-
century detail.  If one of the hedges is centered between the front window and the 
right-side corner window, you might be able to prune it into a small ornamental tree.  

This is a good time to also spray the roof cleaner (bottle attaches to a hose) since it 
take a month or so to do the job without destroying the asphalt shingles.  Also a good 
time to take care of weed & feed of lawn and take care of the large fire ant mounds in 
the front yard.  I photographed at least 5 large mounds.

Correctly repair (not mask) inside wall/ceiling cracks.  Okay if done properly.



Completely New kitchen and all surfaces 

I have many pics of the kitchen but not needed in this report since everything needs to 
be done if it is going to even achieve what the comps are.  Violet can easily tell you 
what has sold when and for how much and the condition at sale time.  You have to 
have at least comparable condition and finish to even match what they got.  To have a 
hope of getting more you have to minimally do… more.  Be prepared.  Even with more 
it might only evaluate for the comps (meaning the bank will only loan that amount).
This is a small kitchen and can easily be done top notch, even on a limited budget with 
the correct choices.

List
Tile floor (large tiles)
Granite (surprisingly cheap these days) counter and pass-through surface.  (I suggest 
keeping with low-contrast grey or taupe and whole home matching paint on other 
surfaces)
Stainless Appliances.  Fridge with in-door ice and water (bottom freezer is most 
desired today), stove (no room for separate cooktop and oven so get a decent one.  No 
one pays top dollar for bottom end appliances.  Plumb in a dishwasher.  Microwave 
vent hood. 
Single, wide, deep sink and quality, high faucet with pull down sprayer from main 
faucet (brushed nickel.  Chrome would fit the period but nickel will be a better choice.  
Most buyers draw the line at period plumping)

Tip- You can really save money by buying different brands of stainless steel by 
watching sales, floor models and the scratch and dent stores (only get dents that are 
not on the front!).  Dishwashers even have the buttons on the inside lip so brand 
matching no longer matters.  There is a huge GE outlet on the north beltway that is 
open to the public and a great single place to shop and find everything in one stop.  
There are others as well.

Every penny you spend in the kitchen on on good appliances will come back to you.  
House will sell faster and most of the time at such a higher price that you sometimes 
make money by choosing the appliances you wished you had.  Always ask yourself… 
what would you want when deciding on wether to choose the quality or the bottom end 
items.  This is the largest purchase most people will make in their lives so they are not 
going to choose bottom end.  Especially if the comps have better for the same price!



Remove all inside and outside loose (non- attached to the house) items

Repair and paint storage shed

Replace all toilets, some sinks/fixtures
Keep the tubs and all period sinks that are cleanable.  Replace if not.  Replace all 
faucets with plain period acceptable hardware.  Clean everything else within an inch of 
it’s life!

Update all outlets, switches and covers with matching white



Front (or remove if possible) all paneling with drywall

We are not talking 1000’s. it is only hundreds of dollars.  The painting just doesn’t work 
when it comes to old paneling and even when all of the time and expense is taken to 
make it work… you end up with painted paneling.  Everyone can see and tell.  It might 
even cost more to do it right that the inexpensive drywall work.  Even really nice 
painted paneling will prevent prospective buyers from purchasing.  It is not even period 
specific.  

Paint whole house matching neutral paint.  

Even use in the bathrooms.  Matching paint gives a sense of all the rooms being 
bigger, when you look out of a room and it seems to still be a part of the room you are 
in.

Part 2 (Needs To Be Done)
TV antenna cut off roof



You can cut off the whole thing, leaving the base attached, to avoid possible leaks.  
Since it is on the back slop of the roof and not visible from the front it is a very quick cut 
and problem is solved.
Plant/landscape with bright orange & yellow flowers of several various native species

The right side planter and the small plant in the middle of the yard.  It is so small, just 
replace with a small clump of some very bright orange and yellow flowers and a circle 
of edging stones in off white to match the house.  No other colors.  This will leave the 
front door still able to stand out and the entry, yet still match all of the colors seen from 
the street.

Plant low, bright orange and yellow variety of plants in front of the new right side fence 
(where chainlink is currently in the above photo).  This also means you have to remove 
the red plants in the front planter that will now show, once the hedges are severely 
pruned.  Use those flowers to go in plant baskets inside the back window planter in the 
back yard.  They are hardy and may stay in bloom easier throughout the showing and 
closing.  NO PLASTIC CHAIRS… especially in the front of the house.



Garage and patio matching grey painted

Color sprinkles in garage only.  The walls probably need a fresh coat of white.

Paint front porch with garage/patio paint (Medium Grey)

New dining hight-adjustable chandler (even an S-hook)

Something ornate enough for dining but not too long, so when it is hooked higher, it will 
be out of the way of peoples heads when they walk by to den or kitchen (and when it is 
being showed).

Extend kitchen flooring into washroom - It’s only a few more tile and a little extra time.  
Well worth the extra effort.



Replace kitchen door with “pantry” door - gap on bottom for AC airflow in washroom.

If front 2 carport supports can’t be straightened, plants 3 to 4 foot plants against them 
so that the leaves go through and cover dents without blocking carport (no ivy)

Part 3 (Could Be Done)
Find a friend with a 50’s car to park under the carport while home is listed

Fins sell!

Add 3 or 4, 50’s brightly colored laundry items to the back clothes line



Funny but memorable if there are other comparable homes for sale at the same time.
Contrast paint to integrate the carport into the house.

Paint the front edge (where the gutters would normally go) a dark, flat black.  Go 
all the way around the house, being careful not to paint the metal strip between the 
shingles and the side trim you are painting.  Also the front and side edges of the 
carport.  Since this house is actually a craftsman house in the style of a mid-century 
modern it has the desirable garage but actual mid-century houses all had prominent 
carports.  Think of the cars from that period.  No one wanted to hid those!  By adding 
the contrasting darker stripe, it will tie in the carport as part of the house instead of an 
addition.  The dark charcoal paint actually looks a little blue from fading but the rest of 
the paint is in good shape.  Make sure you use a dark but flat paint for this trim.



(Doesn’t show as well in photo but will be really sharp in person)
Part 4 (Optional Items)

Upgrade ceiling-hugger fans with remotes

Have security system pre-installed (XXXXXX can hook you up)
Good sales point.

Prewire surround sound in back den
Add surround sound in-ceiling speakers

Add keyless code hardware to front and one back door
You have to buy door hardware anyway.  Might as well spend a few extra dollars 

and get a premium feature.  You will get every penny back and more.

Enclose Kitchen backdoor to make room for pantry in laundry room (there is another 
backdoor so no big loss)

Keep small round table on patio, paint it a bright gloss color (different from storage 
shed’s new color), add 2 matching used outdoor chairs painted another color, and 
stage with brightly colored plastic tray, pitcher and 2 glasses for showings.  It’s small 
size will add color to the back, and emphasize the large size of the patio.  It will also 
distract from the fence/tree issue.


